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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Scientitic writings as well as 11 terary exploits have from 
earliest times been concerned with the subject of sleep and its accom-
panying phenomena. Even today, in spite of scientitio advanoes, the 
exact nature of sleep has yet to be determined. Various theories 01' 
sleep are presented in the literature and new theories of sleep are 
constantly being developed. The fact that .0 li ttl. evidence concern-
ing sleep has been gathered presents fertUe ground. for the experiment-
.. 
al psychologist and investigators in related diSCiplines to study this 
problem and its ramifications. The psychologist, by utilising his know-
ledge of human. behavior, ani by'the application of the scientific method 
to sleep problems, 1NJ.y find results that will help him to arrive at a 
more reasonable explanation of sleep phenomenon than has hitherto been . 
ottered. 
The discovery of the electroenoephalograph by Berger opened 
many new areas of investigation for learning theorists and experiJ.lBnt-
ers concerned with sleep phenomenon. With the DO, aD it is called, 
it is possible to determine and preCisely measure eleotrical brain act-
ivity during various types of cortl.cal aotivity, a feat which hitherto 
was impossible. 
EBG patterns during sleep show a decrease in oortical-elect-
ric activity_ It the intensity of lEG record of an awake subject is 
1 
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indicative of his learning, it would seem reasonable to assume that as 
long as there is some measurable electro-cortical change, there may be 
some learning tald.ng place. It has been demonstrated by means or the 
Em machine that, in fact, electro-cortioal activity does t.ake plaoe 
during sleep (5, 11, 12, 13) but at a very re<iuced. rate, and that as 
the sleeper awakens, t.h1s actin ty increases in intensi t7. 
It seems possible that a subject might learn dur.Lng sleep, 
but at a muoh slower rate than during the conscious state. The fact 
that the subject ma7 not be aware of baving learned during sleep, or 
even that he _1' not be aware that he was subjected to stimulation 
during sleep, oannot be otfered as evidence against saep learning, 
tor it bas been experJ.mentally ver1.t1ed that people are conatant.l7 
learning without _reness (30, 32, 52, 68). 
Experience points to the possib1li ty of sleep learning. 
Consider, for example, the urban parent who sleeps UllCi1sturbec1 by 
the many loud noises of the city, to which he is oenstantly subjeoted, 
but who seems to awake almost instantly upon receiving the stimulus of 
a crying baby. a stimulus less noisy than sounds wb1ch do not disturb 
him. Inhibition of response or selective forgetting mayacoount for 
the parent's failure to respond to the city- nois88 and therefore the 
aampl.e does not prove sleep learning. HcmtvC", the faot that the 
baby-'s crying does awalcen the parent does indicate that the plrent bas 
auditory oontact with his external environment and. that he has learned 
2 
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a stimulus-response habit pattsm to which he oonforms during sleep. 
We know that sleeping people otten react to external stimuli 
without consoious awareness ot their reactions (12, 1), 14, 29, 40, 42). 
The response producing stimuJ.i -7 be audito17 as in 'the case of the 
sleep-talker who coherenUy' responds to questions, visual, as in the 
case of the sleep-walker who avoids objeots, or, taotual, as has been 
demonstrated by p~siological changes in sleeping subjeots presented. 
taotlal stimulation during sleep (29). XEvidence also indicates that 
dr8UIII can be induoed or modif1ed. b.r external stimulation (15) .. 
Further evidenoe that aleep.leaming is a possibility 1s 
offered by the taot that many people report retiring with a perplax. 
iDa proble and awake with the problem solved or at least able to be 
solved. This phen.omenon -"T be due to the rest faotor, i. e. the or-
ganism rray be incapable of solving the problem at night because of its 
Jlb1siologioal inability to funotion properly' during a state of tired.-
ness, but it _1' also be due to learning during sleep in the torm of 
~ng and problem solving on an unconsoious level. 
Experiments sho1J that a greater amount of material is re-
tained after. an interia of sleep than after an inter:im of oonscious 
, aotiviv (28, )S, )7, 58, 71, 72). Wbile mre retention after sleep 
does _an leam1.ng during sleep, the evidenoe indicates that sleep... 
, 
! learniilg ..,. be a tact .. 
\. 
bra seems to be nothing in the literature to indicate that 
learning during sleep is impossible. On the oontrary', experimentation 
indicates that sleep..l.earning isa possibility, and recent studies seem 
to indicate that sleep-learning is a faot (17, 21, 46). 
The puzopose of this stud.;y was to test the ~thesis that 
sleep-learning is possible, and that it can be demonstrated by testing 
subjeots uaing the antioipation method of serial reproduction of lists 
of meaningful material, som of which are presented during sleep and. 
others not. Tb:i.s study will also attempt to determine if the frequency 
of presentation of sleep material also afteots the amount ot retention. 
It learning itsel.t' during sleep cannot be demonstrated, of course the 
question of frequeno;y of repetition and its relation to sleep learning 
becomes mean1n&less. 
It may seem strange to the casual observer that so -little 
Icientifio material has been published conoerning sleep learning. Yet, 
in spite of this faot, there are many items on the mrket designed tor 
people who wish to learn during sleep. One company reports that an en-
tire new language _1' be learned while asleep_ Perbaps one of the rea.-
sons for so little scientific irmtstigation of sleep learning lies in 
the tact that so little is known about sleep itself'. It is, therefore, 
difficult to know just what we are studying. It 1s more d.i£f10ult to 
define this state. 
The author of this paper is aware of no definition of sleep 
which will satisfy both the requirements of this study, and, at the 
4 
same time, agree essential.ly' with definitions offered by previous in-
vestigators of sleep..learning. Theretore, lor tba purposes of this 
study, a subject _s considered to be asleep 1t he failed to respond 
to audi tol7 at1mula tion in the foa of a question presented by the ~ 
perimcter, .Are you awake,. in a _y that could be noticed by the ex-
perimenter. bt is, if the subject, haring been asked the question in 
a volce loud enough to be heard by' others in the room, made no verbal-
iaation, and if tbare were no muaoular changes or movements notlced b7 
the experimenter, the subject _s considered to be asleep. 
Subjects of this exper:lJaent were probabq, theretore, in what 
would be commonl1" thought ot as a deep state of sleep. It 8. felt 
that it it could be demonstrated that subjects oan learn while in tb18 
state, it 'tIIDuld be even more probable that they could learn while in a 
lighter state of sleep. On the other hand, it was felt that a d8lonstra-
tion ot learning in a light state of sleep would not necesaar1q prove 
learning in deep sleep, because light sleep is not necessuiq a true 
sleep state but rather _y be an interim bet_en sleep and wakefulness. 
But still it learning cannot be demonstrated during a c1eep state ot 
sleep, it should not be conoluded that learning does not, or oannot, 
take place during a lighter state ot sleep. 
s 
Chapter II 
ReviErII' ot the Literature 
Perhaps the most cou.apreb.ensive writings on sleep, its eftecta, 
and. concomitant COnditions, in present day llterature, are those of Kleit-
man (40, 41, 42). In these 'Worke, the author d1scuasea all the well lal.own 
variables ooncemed with sleeP .. such as 1IlOvement of the subject dur.l.ng 
sleep, depth of the sleep state, time factors, alXl their influences on 
sleep, effects of drugs on the sleeping subject, and on the sleep state, 
etc. 
Klei tmaD defines sleep .s, -. . . aperiodic, t8lllporary cessa-
tion or interruption or the wald.Dg state 'Which is the prevalent mode of 
a:istence tor the human adult- (40, p. 3). In spite ot his anal1'sis of 
sleep states, Kleitman's definition fails to note that in spite ot the 
lack of conaciouan8ss or the subject during sleep, stimulation during 
sleep, of which tb! subject is later unaware, can both af'fect his sleep.. 
iDa state and influence his activities during sleep. 
Kleitman offers a negative definition of sleep, that is, a 
non-_king state, but his writing gives us little indication of what 
sleep is in a positive sense. 
In spite of the fact that the exact nature of sleep is not 
known, most authorities 'Would agree that sleep is a gndual departure 
from wakefulness. Pavlov claima that sleep 11 identical with ~osis 
6 
(60). Other investigators, however, disagree w1th this theory, and to-
day sleep is oonsidered by most authorities to be a oessation of wake-
fulness and a continuous departure from wake1'ul.n8ss aocording to what 
has been termed the depth of sleep. 
!he depth of sleep has been accurately demonstrated by observ-
ing changes in electroencephalographic recordings of sleeping subjects 
(10, 11, 12, 1). Blake (5) relates shifts in cerebral eleotropoten-
t1als to the presence of associational and s1lUbolic activity during 
sleep and shows tlat subjective reports of sleep and dreams can be cor-
related with potential patterns (5). Blake shows that oerebral activity 
results from auditory stimulus _terial presented to a sleeping subject, 
and that such cerebral aot:lvit7 can oontinue w1thout a-.ken1ng the sub-
ject. 
J 
Harmon olaims that, .. • • • learning of 8.'lq sort. is impossible 
to a sleeping subject" ()l, p. 2SS) but he otters no experimental evi-
dence for this statement. White would seem to agree with this view. In 
a paper in whioh he distinguishes sleep from tvPnotism, he says that a 
hypnotized subject, M ••• remains capable of fairly active mental opera-
tions" (74) and thus it seems that White lfOUl.d claim that a sleeping sub-
ject is not capable of this same mental activit7. 
Franz and Lashl.e7 (22, pp. 152-176) investigated the function 
of the frontal lobes in the retention of assooiations tormed. in learning 
with cats and monkqs. The)" concluded that newly formed associations 
7 
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are pl'imarily depeDdmt on activit,. of the frontal lobe. We cannot, of 
course, conclude from their aper1ments that the same situation is true in 
-.n, nor can we conclude that trontal lobe activit,. per ae is enough to 
cause learning. But it is agreed that the presence of brain activit7 is 
neoessary tor learning in all species, including mn, am there does se. 
to be a sign1ficant oorrelation between the _ount of brain activit,- and 
the amount of learning of a subjeot. 
White distinguishes .leep trom wakefulness when he aa7., •• • • 
theN is a oontinuUlll trom the wid .... wake state through drowsiness to sound 
sleep" (74, p. 499). He aleo distinguishea aleep from hY,Pl1Oti81l when he 
cla1ms that, ft ••• the lvPnotiH<l person is in no true senae asleep (and) 
he remaina capable ot fairly active mental operations" (74, p. saO). 
'ew exper:1mental stud1. have been performed to determine the 
possibilitY' of learning during sleep. Perhaps the IIDst recent stud,. con-
cerned direct1711ith the posa1bU1tyof sleep learning 1a tlllt b7 Thomu 
Stampfl (67). Stampfl used six subjects and presented the with lists of 
nonsense a7lla blea during aleep in a varying number of repetitions and in 
va.ry.I.ng order. The subjects acted as their own controls and on halt ot 
the Dlghta received sleep _terial, am on halt of the nights d1d not re-
ceive sleep material. ..0 significant advantage for learning occurred tor 
. 
material which had bean presented during sleep· (67" p. 36). Stampfl oon-
cl.ud.. that ". • • the bypothe.i. that learning can take plaoe during sleep 
is uncertain am improbable- (67, p. 36). 
The _jor criticism of this wolk is that although nonsense 87lla-
9 
bles were used in an attempt to lllII1t the interference of previous aasocia-
tiona in the learning experiment, this very fact of limitation of as/lOc1&-
tiona may have resulted in such a small amount of learning that learn1Da 
during sleep could not be demonstrated. It may be that if sleep learning 
111 to take place, the subjeot needs all the advantagea of a nol'lDll learn1ng 
situation, that he needs any associative "hooks- that can be utili.eel. 
Oharles lll10tt (17) utilised. forty subject., twenty of whom are 
control subjects in an experiment directl1 concemed with sleep learning. 
to each or these subjects he presented, during aleep, fifteen three letter 
1I'Ol'da, not meaningfully connected, b.r means of an under the pillow speaker. 
11.110tt found a twenty per cent savings b,- subjects who had been presented 
the sleep leamtng material. He used an electroencephalograph to determ1ne 
the depth of sleep. The twenty experlmental subjects were equated in learn-
ing ab1l1ty' and intelligcce. 
The major cr1 ticiam at this exper1ment is that Ell10tt did not 
cond.1t1on his subjeots to the exper.Lment. SUbjects slept in a strange en-
viroD1Jl8llt and this introduced a variable that was not controUed. Although 
Elllott did use Itn REG maabine to determine the depth of sleep and to de-
te1'ld.ne if subjecta were aaleep, he did not use this machine during the en-
tire presentation ot sleep material tor each subject. Elliott does not re-
port the depth of sleep of the aubjects, alld, more important, he does not 
tell us 1£ his results are statistically significant. 
La Shan (46) used suggestion presented. d1 ring sleep to twenty 
subjects who were nail biters. He also used twet,. control subjects. He 
10 
reports that eight out of twent;r stopped b1 t1ng • their naiJJs. H1s experi-
mental procedure consisted of pl.qing a reoord through the loud speaker to 
twenty bo;ys, six t1.mes a night, tor fifty-four sucoessive nights. It_s 
play'ed two and a half hours after the subjects ware asleep. H1s criterion 
o£ sleep .. taUure to :respond. to the question, "Is anTOne awake,· The 
volu. of his apparatus was lowered and tumed ott if any Subjeot seemed to 
be showing signs of aking. The subjects did not know the exper1mEnt was 
in progress. 
The major oritici.m of thia experiment i. against the method ot 
presenting the sleep material. It .... doubttul that twant,. subjeots in 
one room, being presented material loud enough for all to hear, could sleep 
through the material to the number of repetitions used b;r Le Shan. Al-
though La Shan claims that the subjeots did not wake 'Up, it seems probable 
that because of the method of presentation ot aterial, and because ot the 
ap ot the subjects, scme of them because of curioua1ty might have failed 
t.o report wald.na and 7et actualq have been a-.lee during at least part of 
the experimental prooedure. 
Sohm1dhoter (65) used suggestion presented during sleep to pa-
tients in a veteran's hospital. The same recorded suggestions were pre-
sented to the same pi. tients whUe the.1 were awake. The results of the ex-
per1mct were not studied statisticall¥ and a oontrol group was not used. 
Results o£ the study do seem to indicate that in some instances sugge.t-
ions presented to sleeping subjeots did faoilitate improvement ot the pa-
tients. However, because of the nature of Sohm1dho£er's experimental de-
u 
sign, it was not possible to determine if sleep learning took place. 
Schmidhofer presented his material. both during sleep am waldng hours, and 
therefore it was impossible to determine if any, or to what degree, sleep 
learning took place. 
Fax: and Robbin (21) used three groups of ten subjects ~r group 
am presented them wi th given lilt. ter1al by meana of a Telex under the pillow 
speaker, presented aatoDatioall1' by means of an electr.lc clock timing de-
vice. Group one was presented twenty-five Chinese words with true English 
equivalents. This was the tac1l1tation group. Group two, which was called 
the interference group, was presented twenty-five Chinese words with mil-
matched English equivalents. Group three was called the control group and 
we presented music. All groups received material during sleep for about 
a balf hour. '!'he results of this study showed differences favoring the 
group presented with material during sleep, which were signiticant at 
better than the one per cent level. From these results Fax and Robbins 
concluded that learn1ng can oocur during sleep and can be detected by the 
savings method (21, p. 78) which 8S the method they used the follovd.ng 
JIlOrning as a cri ter10n of learning. 
The major oriticisms of this stud.7 are that Fax and Robbins gave 
no definition of sleep am that the exper1mmters were not present during 
the experiment. Ten of thirty subjects reported hearing the machine dur-
ing sleep, and it is quite possible that they also heard the sleep material 
dur1ng the time when they were not actual.ly asleep. Fax and Robbins also 
used no adaption period for their subjects and this variable JJJIi!y' account 
in part tor the s1gnUicant results. 
Chapter III 
Methods and ProoedlU'8 
'the Subjeots. Four male oollege studentS were seleoted on the basis ot 
adaptabilitY' to the conditions ot the experiment from among twenty volun-
teers living at a medical f'raternity house in Chicago, nlinois. All sub-
jects lived at the traternity' house dur.1ng the course of' the tmtper1ment. 
!'he ages of' the subjects were twenty' I twenty-one, twentY'-0n8, and twenty-
two. It was required of tla subjeots that the,y be heavy sleepers, a. de-
terained by their ability to sleep throughout the condi tion1ng prooe.s de-
soribed belOll', that they be 111l11ng to serve as subjeots until conclus1on 
of the 8JCpC'1ment, and, that their ab1l1ty to 184m experimental mater1al. 
be nearly' equal to that of' the other subjeots ot the exper1rrent • 
. fhe proposed design at this exper1_nt inolnded. eight subjects 
and was mod1f'ied to include f'our subjeots, because pilot studies indicated 
that condi tiona could not be adequatel.7 controlled 111 th more than four sub-
jects. 
The twenty volunteers tor the experiment were required to leam 
li.ts of' nonsense syllables until a leveling of acoeleration in their 
learn1Dg curves was obtained. rrom this group of twenty volunteers twelve 
subjects whose learn1Dg aul"Y'. were similar were selected for further 
screen:1rJg. The experimenter entered the rooms of the.e twelve subjeots on 
three suooessive nights and attempted to determ:Lne whether they were h_vy 
or light sleepers by' the following method. Approximately' three hours atter 
each subject retired, the experimenter entered his room and said to bia, 
13 
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"Are you awake'" (The subjeots had previousq been apprised of the import-
anoe of answering the experimenter it they heard his voice at any time duz-
ing the night.) It the subject faUed to repq to the examiner's question .. 
or, it no unusual behavior was notioed immed1ate13 following this question" 
"Are you awake? the experimenter waited five m1nutes and again asked the 
same queat1on. 1'h1s proceclure was continued at tive minute intel"'f'&ls un-
til the subjeot 1I&.S fiDBll.y awakened, or, unt:i:l four degrees of ~88 
of the question lad been empl07ed with the subject. Tb1s procedU1"8 _8 re-
peated. with all twelve subjects for three conseout1ve nights. Four subjects 
who were awalcElled on one of the first three tr.lal.a durirw one ot the tbl".e 
coDli1tioning nights were dropped fJ'om the exper1mtmt. 
For the next three nights the experimenter entered. the roams ot 
1 
the remaining eight subjects and plqed music on a portable electl'1c ph0-
nograph through a Tela undar.the-pUlow speaker. .A. felct speaker is a 
plastiC ci1sc shaped speaker three inches in diameter and about one-fourth 
of an inch thick, 1Ih1ch can be attached. to a rad.1o or phonograph by maans 
of a standard phonograph jack and plug. During these three fao1l1tation 
nights of music the Telax speaker was oonnected to a phonograph wh1ch was 
pl..,-ing a long plf9' record.. The axper1menter kept the volUllle of the spea-
ker turned otf until he entered. the subject's room, oloeecl the door, and. 
stood beside the subjeot's bed. He then said to the subjeO'1;, "Are you 
aake,· It the subject d1d not lIIUlUest any signs of wald.Dg, the expen-
1 
The music used dur1ng the entire experiment was from tlB first 
movement of .Brahms First Symphony. 
lS 
menter turned on the volume of the speaker and placed it under the pillow 
of the subject. The volume was raised to a point at wh10h the cu;per.lmenter 
could hear music five teet awaY' fl"OJll the bed and at which aJl7OIl8 in the room 
could hear sound from the speaker. During these nights one roommate or each 
subject _s aw,kened and asked 1£ he could hear soUDis ira near the bed of 
the subjeot. It the roommate 8Dnered that be could, and it he was able to 
recogni .. the sounds as music, the volume was considered to be sufficient. 
A. mean volume _s arrived at b7 ut1l1s1ng this method with all subjects 
and cooperating rooamates. 1'be musio was playecl for ten minutes unless 
the subject manifested signs of waking. In this case, the volume was 1m-
III8d1ately turned oft and remained otf tor three minutes after cessation of 
noticeable movement of the subject. At the end of this three mlnute wait-
1Dg period, the subject was again asked the qlB8t1on, ".Are you awake'" 
It the subjeot gave no reply, and bad no ctange of position in bed for 
three minutes, the volume was graduallT increased to the previous level 
and the procedure was continued until the ten minutes of musio had been 
plqed. 
The subjeots were required. to report to the experimenter in the 
mol'Zl1ngs following the three nights ot facil1tation. They' were asked. it 
~ unusual had taken place during the night, it they had. slept wel.1, 
or tad. had. any dreams, it they had heard the ater1al, or thought they 
might have heard it. They were also a sked if they thought tl'a exper1.JBeD-
tel' bad. been in the room, even 1£ they d.id not recall hearing sleep mater-
ial. One of the eight subjects Npa&'teci def1n1telT hear.J.ng the music on 
16 
one occasion, and one subject reported that he did not hear anything but 
that he tad dreamt that he had heard musio two of the three nights. Since 
none of the subjeots had been informed that music was to be presented to 
them, these subjeots were both dropped trom the experiment. two more su}). 
jects were dropped because each of them was sleeping in a room in which 
tbare was another subject present. It was neoeasar;r to drop these two 
latter subjeots in order to avoid the possibility r1 practice effect while 
mater1al. _s being presented. to another subject in the same room. 
Four subjects raoa1ned. alter the initial conditioning period. 
The .. subjects had on no occasion shown any signs of waldng while the ex-
perimenter was in tbair rooms. '.l'he7 tad reported. no unusual. dreams or ... 
perienoes during t1w facilitation period. Their learning ability for ex-
perimental material _s appttGX1matel:y equal as deter:m:l.ned by soores ob-
tained. in leam1.ng lists of words. 
1'hese four students were selected. as subjects for the experi- -
_nt prOpel'. They were all undergraduates in a pre-JMClical course in a 
Chicago university. Each subjeot was within two years of age of the other 
three subjects. All tlB subjects had the same class schedule and all re-
tired between 11.00 P.M. and 12100 M. Each subject &1"08e bet1rean 614S A.Me 
and 7.30 A.M. The four subjects lived at the fraternity house five nights 
per welt (Monday-Friday) and all wct home week-ends. These subjects all 
lived within fifty miles of Chicago and bad lived in Ill.1Dois all of tblir 
lives and they were B students or better, and. each reported that he spent 
about the same amount of stmy time as the other smjeeta. 
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!g!!r1Jaental Des1e;e. 1'be four subjects selected for the expa:r:l.mmt 1NZ'8 
further CODd1tlODed.. For the next five nighta, these subjects were pre-
sented dur:lng sleep with tal m:i.nutes of 1lU810 fol.l.cnred qy twenty repeti-
t:1ona of a list of _ter1al. For t18 f'i.rst of tlase tift nights DOD8ense 
s;yllabl,ul .... used. 1knnmIr, during the momiDI teaUDg 1t .. d1s~ 
ed that aU subjeota bad SC118 d.:U't1oult;y in UDderstand~DI the DOUeDlle q1-
lablea 1fb1oh were presented. through headphones attaohed to a wire l"8COJ'dar. 
Therefore, one s;yllable .orda ..... used. on the toUow:l.ng four rd.gbt8 of 
tb1a taol,lJ:tatiClll per1od. !he l:1sts of ~ ere dev1aeci 1n the follow-
1Da 1t'&7' One h1md.nd undergmduate college at'Ud.lllts wDo bad. no previous 
Ja1tIIrledge of tbI exper1ment, aDd. lIbo .... not 1Dt'0IWd of the purpoae of 
their taak, were 1natru.oted 1n the .tollOll'1Da way. 
I 1IOuh\ like ,ou to take a pencil, ml on the piece of 
paper prov1ded, write d.cMn the t1rat fi.tteen one s;yllab1.e 
wrda ttat ;you tb1nk o.t. The 0Dl3 requ1rement 18 that 
the •• .,rde be no..... It is 1mportant that ;you work as 
taat aa 1'O1l can anel that 1011 write clown the .a.rat on-. 871-
labl.e DOWDa that COM into ;yfJOr heacl. 
J'I'OIl the three huDdred. moat frequantl¥ used 'WOrds the exper1JIeDter dev1aed. 
the l:1sts of WOI'd& to be used 1n tJ8 exper1Mnt. 
!he JIIlterial was presented to the subjecta during sltep by meana 
of .. f8lex apealcer which 'DB attaobld to a wire recorder. The e:x:per:I.ment-
er entered. the room of the subject, set up h1s equipD8D.t, aad. aaked. the 
lwona.n.. Q1lab1ea .... sel.oW .rr. Glue's lin of ncmaenM 
s;yllables (:n). Lists of nonsense s;yllablea wve equated. in auoo1at1on 
2bae 1I'Orda ~ listed em page 42 of this paper. 
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subject if he was all8lce. If the subject was asleep according to the cle.fi-
ni tion of sleep uaecl 1n this paper, he was presented with ten minutes of 
music played through the under-tbe-pillow speaker. If the subject did 
not wake up during the presentat10n of music, the nonsense syllables or 
mean1ng.ful words which had previously been recorded on wire to the desir-
ed trequenO'Y' were played through the speakEr which had been placed on top 
of the subject's pillow, close to his ear. On these five facilitation 
nights, each list of naterial was presented to fJVery' subject twenty times 
during sleep. 
The material was considered to have been presented to a sleep-
ing subject it the subject failed to manifest signs of awakening for a 
period of from three minutes before the beginning of pl"eSeDtat.ion untU 
three minutes after the twentieth presentation of the list of words or 
nonsense syllables. 
The morning following the presentation of sleep material, the 
subjects were required to learn lists of material different f1'01l1 but s1m:1-
Jar in association value to the sleep presented material. The antic1pation 
method of learning was utilised and a subject was required to correctq 
anticipate the entire list once without error to be scored as having learn-
ed the list. 
After the five morning learning sessions eaoh subject had reach-
ed a plateau in learning and the experiment proper was begun on the foU-
owing night. 
Dur1ng the experiment proper there were tour 8ltp8ri.mental 
Table 1 
Prooed.ure of Experimental Presentation of lfaterial 
Night of experiment ••••••••••• 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 
Sleep present.ed ma t&rial 
1.1st •••••••••••••••••••••••• A B C D E F G H 
Frequenoy of presents. t.i.on. •• 10 10 30 30 20 20 4IJ /I) 
Subj.ct ••••••••••••••••••••• III I III I III I III I 
Subj.ct ••••••••••••••••••••• IV II IV II IV II IV II 
Control situation 
Subj.ct ••••••••••••••••••••• I III I m I III I III 
Subject ••••••••••••••••••••• II IV II IV II IV II IV 
Morning test.i.ng 
List •••••••••••••••••••••••• A B C D E F G H 
nights and four control nights for each subject. The exper1ment lasted 
for eight nights. On a given night half of the subjects 1I'e1"e present.d 
material while asleep, that is, material to be learned the following 
momiDg, and half of the subjects were not presented any uater1al during 
sleep. 
Table 1 on this J:81J8 shon the procedure throughout the experi-
ment. During the exper:lmaltal nights the Us tal of mean:1ng.tul words were 
presented to aleep1ng subjects ten, twenty, thirty, or torty times. 
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Night one was a control night for subjects I and II and on this night 
these subjeots received no sleep presentations of any sort. Night one 
was an e:xper1mantal night for subjeots III and IV and these subjeots were 
presented l:1at A (ten one-syllable wards) ten times dur.i.ng sleep. The 
next morn1rlg all subjeots were required to learn list A to the criterion 
of one errorless anticipation. 1'be second night of the exper1ment _s a 
control night for subjects In and IV and these subjeots received no sleep 
presentations on this night. Night two was an experimental night tor sub-
jects I and U and these subjects were presented list B ten times during 
sleep. 1'he following morning all subjects were required to learn l1st B. 
The procedure continued in this .y until all subj. eta had racei ved sleep 
material four times <each time at a different frequency of presentation 
of the material), and lmtil each subject bad had four control nights dw.o-
iDa which he }ad received no sleep presentation at mter1al. With tb:ls 
type of experimental procedure, each subjeot's performance a£ter sleep 
presentation ot material could be comparec:l with his OWl performance after 
no sleep presentation. 
follO'Wl' 
The directions to the subjeots far the morning testing were u 
I am going to play some material all this recorder and I am 
going to keep playing 1 t over until you learn it. 1'bs re-
corded material 1s oneo-syllable words. When you hear the 
material for the :f'1rst time I want you tD repeat out loud 
eaoh word after 1t 1. spoken on the reoordel'. The next 
tim I play 'Efle ma. terial and every other time after the 
first time that it is played, ;you must say the word befare 
1 t is played on the reoorder. There are ten words to a 
list and before each list at ten words there is reoorded 
the word, "start." You don't say this word Itstart" out 
loud. It is just a signal that the list of words is going 
to begin pl.aying in thl"ee seconds. There are tlu-.e seconds 
of time between each word am there is a six second break 
between one playing of the list and the next. 
Now, suppose that instead of lIOrdS I had recorded the n-um-
bers 5, 12, 7, 16 and 4. It would soun:i like this, "start 
•••• S •••• 12 •••• 7 •••• 16 ••• .4. Now, it I took tbe place of 
the recorder and you were hearing these numbers for the first 
t1me, tell me what you would do as ;you hear • ." NOit', 
;&;i the recorder pl.a;yed the list tor the second time, what 
would you do? Let's try it. (Examiner did not proceed. until 
the subject did this con-ec~.) 
Now, don.t become discouraged. Keep on trying as hard as you 
can. I am interested in how ~ successes or correct anti-
cipations you make on each trial, as well as how ma.~ tr1als 
it tak .. to learn the oomplete list. So, evan though;you. get 
otf to a bad start on a particular trial or 11st, don.t be-
come disoouraged and don't stop trying for the rest of the 
list, but try as rard as ;you can all the time. Are there ~ 
questions before •• begin? 
Control of QoDdLtlona. WhUe ODe cannot aa;y that unmeasured var1ables did 
not affect the results or this ax.per.l.ment, conditions .ere controlled aa 
muoh as poSsible, in an attempt to elim1:nate the 1ntluence of undesired 
var:1ablea. Subjects .. ere selected whose econoad.c background, sex, learn-
ing ability, interest and oooper&tion _s similar. The abillty of subjects 
to learn lists of mean1ng.t'ul one-syllable words _s similar as determined. 
by' pre-experim.ental stmy. Each subject acted. as his own control and thus 
the u:per1.maltal results of each subjeot were able to be compared with 
that .... subject's control reaulta. Besides th1s, total axper1mental re-
sults of all subjeots were able to be compared. with total oontrol results 
of all subjects. 
The subjeots of the axperiJDallt underwent a period of adaptation 
and. fao1l1 tation during which they became used to the }resenC8 of the ex-
andner in the room and became used to the presentation of material while 
they were asleep. During the facilitation period, subjects gained exper-
ience in learning lists of words and also became used to the experimental 
procedure which, although it did not interfere with their regular routine, 
did require some modification in their dally activity_ 
The presentation of sleep material took place after each subject 
had been in bed for at least two hours but not more than three ani one-
half hours. All subjeots were tested within thirty minutes of arising and 
IIIOming testing of all SUbjects never recpired less than ninety minutes 
I'lOl' more than one-hundred-twenty' m:Lnutes. 
The use of mea.n:1ngtul. words instead of nonsense syllables opens 
the possibility of the oritioi811. that tbs association value of lists of 
1I'Ol'ds differed to the extent that th1s factor could account for 81'11' dif-
ferenoes in results between sleep-presented lists of 1IlOrdS and non-sleep-
presented lists of words. L:1ats of nonsense syllables can be grouped in 
usociation value according to an objective criterion (27) but no such cri-
terion was available for lists of one-syllable worda. 
In an a ttampt to equate one-ayllable words in association value 
the aper1menter :tad non-exper1mental subjects learn various 11sts of words 
and. judge the assoo1a tion value of these WOMS. When one considers that 
each subject acted as his own control and that each l1art of ma ter1al was 
used both in sleep presentations and as a control list, doubt is cast on 
the hypoth .. 1s that the differences in association value o,f the lists ot 
material oould account for differences in results between leaming of 
sleep-presented and non-sleep-presented lists of Da ter.ial.. 
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Anothezt control faotor in this experiment was the equipr.aent used. 
'!'he material was tirst reoorc1ed on wax discs and £l'Q1Il these discs mater1al 
was recordecl on wire to the desired number of frequenc181. Each time a 
list of wards 11'&1 repeated on 1I1re it was repeated ex:aotl7 as the tiM pre-
vious. 
care was exercised in seleoting a parson to transcribe the mater-
ial. the person who made tbt recordings bad a _11 modulated voioe and his 
d1otion and emmoiation were precise. He had for many yeara lived in the 
same area as the subjects, and, there.t'ore, his pronunoiation of words was 
similar to that of the subjects. 
Each recording of material was sulDitted to a mard of judges 
whose task 11&.8 to judge the olaritY' and precision of the transcription. 
After each recording passed inspeotion tv the judges, extra-experimental 
subjects learned the material. in order that the relative difficultY' ot the 
lists of material could be ascertained. 
fhe method of morning presentation of material through head-
phones tended to eJ1 m1 nate outside noises and this fact plus the taot that 
the same recordings of material were U8ed for both sleep presentation and 
morning testing made sleep and morning presentat.1on of _ terial s1milar 
except tor the sleep var1ab'l8. 
As JDSlt10ned betore, heat and lighting factors were kept con-
stant ani the physical appearanoe of the testing room was not changed dur-
ing the experiment. The furniture of the roam consisted of a few wooden 
chairs and one table. AU factors as tar as possible remained oonstant 
except the sleep var:1a.ble. 
F:hlaU7, perhaps the most important control1n the experimental 
design is the adherence to the det1n1 t10n of sleep. Wh1le no object1 va 
criterion was avaUable for acoura1;eJ.7 measuring the depth of aleep of 
the subjects, 1£ subjects conformed to the criterion of sleep as it 1s 
defined in this paper, they' were most certa1nly in a true state of sleep 
when. mater1al _s presented to them at night. Therefore, the results ot 
this experiment can be interpreted. accordingly'. 
Chapter IV 
Results and Interpretations 
Explanation of tables. The following tables represent the results for 
morning leam1ng of the mean1ngtul material preGented during sleep and 
for the nater1al used as control mater:la.l. Each list or material was used 
as a sleep presented list for two subjects and as a control list for two 
subje0t8. 
Table 2 ah0w8 the results of mo~ testing for SUbject I. 
The second horizontal column indicates the frequencies or sleep presenta-
tion tor the four ex.per:1maltal nights, that is, ten, twenty, thirty, and 
torty presmtati01'lS during sleep of lists of ten words. The third hori-
zontal oolumn indicates the number of trials needed by Subjeot I to anti-
cipate all ten words of the list during morning testing to the criterion 
of one errorless repetition ot the list.. '!be fourth honzontal column 1n-
dicates the total number of errors that Subject I made during the morning 
testing situation while learning the list. For instance, on a given night 
SUbjeot I was presented a list of ten words dur:tng sleep. 'l'his list of 
worcla was repeated to the sleep1ng subject ten times. The next morning, 
th1a subject. requ1red five trials to learn the list wh1ch had been pre-
sented to him during sleep the previous evenine_ While the subject was 
learning this list of words in the morning, he made fifteen errors, tl'at 
is, he incorrect17 anticipated, or failed to anticipate fifteen words dur-
ing the fi va trials. Fifteen errors is an average of three errors par 
trial. (1.e. fifteen words divided by five trials). The average number ot 
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~ble 2 
Results ot Morning testing 
Subject I 
Sleep-presented m&. ter1al. 
Fntquency of sleep presentation ••• lD 
!rials to learn ••••••••••••••••••• S 
TOtal no. of errors ••••••••••••••• 15 
.ao 30 40 
11 6 9 
33 15 35 
Average no. of errors per trial... 3.00 3.00 2.50 3.89 
Non-sleep-presented -terial. 
trials to learn ••••••••••••••••••• 5 8 , 5 
TOtal no. of errors ••••••••••••••• 14 35 13 17 
Average 
7.75 
24.50 
3.lD 
5.75 
19.75 
A.verage no. of errors per trial ••• 2.80 4 • .38 2.60 3.40 3.29 
errors is indicated in horisontal column five. 
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Horizontal C01UDl8 seven, eight and nine can be interpreted the 
same as horizontal oolumns t.b.ree, foUl' and five respective;q, except that 
oolUJ1D8 seven, eight and nine contain figures which indicate the results 
of morning testing tor non-al.eep presented material or for control mater-
ial, 1IbUe oolUlDl'l8 three, tour and £1 ve represent results of morning test-
ing for experimntal or sleep presented _terial.. 
The extrema right vert.1oal column in Table 2 represents the ave~ 
agea pel" lists of words of the 1 tams 1n the horizontal oolumns. For exam-
ple, Subjeot I averaged 7.75 trials per list to learn in the moming all 
'.table 3 
aeaul ts of Morning Testing 
Subjeot II 
Sleep-presented material 
7requency of sleep presflIltation ••• 10 
fr1als to learn ••••••••••••••••••• 5 
total no. at .rrors ••••••••••••••• 19 
20 30 40 
8 9 6 
Z1 35 23 
Average no. of errors pet trial ••• 3.80 3.38 3.89 3.83 
Non-sleep.pr8s.nted _ter1al 
!rials to learn ••••••••••••••••••• 7 10 6 5 
TOtal no. or .rrors ••••••••••••••• 34 40 26 21 
Average 
7.00 
26.00 
3.72 
7.00 
30.25 
the mater1al presented to him during sleep. The figures in the right ".r-
tical ool1lJD1'l were obtained by adding eaoh boa.ontal col1lJD1'l and di vid1ng 
by'tour, the number of experimental nights. or the number of oontrol nights 
in the case of columns seven. eight and nine. 
fable 3 through Table 5 are the 8ame a8 Table 2 except that the 
figurel in fable 3 through 'table 5 indicate results of Subjects II, III, 
and. IV, while Table 2 indicates results of Subjeot I. 'table 6 is sim:tlar 
to 'fable 2 through 'table 5 except that 1able 6 represents the results of 
all subjeots averaged together. 
table 4 
Results of Moming Test1ng 
Subject nI 
Sleep.presented material 
frequency' or sle.p presentation ••• 10 
'lr1al.s to learn ••••••••••••••••••• 26 
Total no. of .rror •••••••••••••••• 120 
ao 30 40 
11 12 12 
46 60 53 
Average no. of errors per trial ... 5.:n 4.18 5.00 4.4l 
lfon,.,sleep..presented _ter1al 
!rials to lear.n ••••••••••••••••••• 6 8 7 19 
Total no. of .rrors ••••••••••••••• 30 30 29 58 
Average no. of errors Pf&" tr1al ••• 5.00 3.75 4.14 3.oS 
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.lv.rage 
14.50 
69.7S 
4.72 
10.00 
36.75 
3.99 
Table 7 1nd1caws the differences in trJ.als requ1red to 1-= 
sleep-presented and. non-sleep-pr8sentecl lists of _ ter1al to the cr! terion 
of one error an repe'ti'tion for all frequencies of sleep presenta'tion. 
The lirs't horiaon'tial column lis'ts the s-m,j.c't whos. results appear below 
this co1U111D..,. The subsequent verUaal columns indicate the lists 'that were 
compared to each other at a given trequenq. For example, Subject II had 
e1'ther l4st A or List B presented to him d.uring sleep ten times. From 
Table 1 on page 19 we can d.e'term1ne that List B was the sleep-presented 
list for this subject and. that List .A was the control. list at ten freqUeD-
'fable S 
Results of Morning Teating 
Subject IV 
Sleep-presented ma. teriaJ. 
Frequency of sleep presentation ••• 10 
r.rtals to learn.G •••••••••••••••• ~ 9 
total no. ot .rrors ••••••••••••••• 29 
20 30 J,IJ 
6 5 4 
21 9 9 
Average no. of errors per tr1al.... 3.22 3.50 1.80 2.25 
Ion-sleepo-pr8aented material 
Trials to learn ••••••••••••••••••• 7 6 6 5 
Total no. of errors ••••••••••••••• 21 26 l4 16 
Av.rage no. of errors per trJ..al ••• 3.00 3.25 2.33 3.20 
Average 
6.00 
17.00 
2.69 
6.40 
19.25 
2.95 
c1es of sleep presentation. The number ot trials neceasary to learn the 
two lists of material _s compared by subtracting the number of trials 
necessary for learning the non-sleep-presented list from the number of 
trials neoessary to learn the sleep-presented u.t (aee '!'able 3) and. the 
d1t'terenoe was -2. The other vertical oolumna on fable 7 represent the 
same ditterenoes between sleep and non-aleep.presented material tor the 
other frequenoies of sleep presentation of material for this subject aa 
well as tor the total subject population. 
fable 8 represEI1ts the reaults ot mathematical computation of 
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Table 6 
Results ot Morning Testing 
Averages ot All Subjeo'ta 
Sleep-presented. material 
Frequenoy of sleep presentation ••• 10 20 40 
T.rials to learn ••••••••••••••••••• 10.50 9.00 8.00 7.75 
Total no. of errors ••••••••••••••• 45.75 31.75 29.75 30.00 
Average no. of errors per trial... 3.82 3.51 3.30 3.60 
Non-sleep-presented mater1a.l 
Trials to learn................... 6.25 8.50 6.00 8.50 
Total no. of errors ••••••••••••••• 24.75 32.75 20.50,28.0 
Average no. of errors per tr1al... 3.91 3.84 3.35 3.46 
Average 
the data in Table 7, and Table 10 gives the computation for Table 9. The 
standard deviation, standard error of the mean, and t scores were tound 
for these data and .... ra obtained by using the formulas tor obtaining a t 
soore or oritical ratio for a t3st of significanoe tor amall samples 
(66, p. 67). The t scores nr3 compared to th03Q in Fisher's table ot t 
(66, p. 69) to determine the probability of the value of t oocurring on 
the basis or chanoe. 
Table 9 can be read in the same way as Table 7 exoept that cal.-
oulations are based on average number ot errors per trial whUe l.aa..rn1ng 
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table 7 
Differences in Trials Neceaaar,y to Learn to Selected Ori ter10n 
Between Bxper1JDental and Control L1ats of Mater:lal 
for Various Frequencies of Sleep Presentation 
for All Subjects 
SUbjeot.................................. I II III IV 
Lists A-B 
10 Frequenciea o£ sleep presentation... 0 ...a 17 2 
I4sts W' 
20 Frequenoies o£ sleep presentation... .3 -2 .3-2 
Lists C-D 
30 Frequencies of sleep presentation... 1 .3 ;-l 
ListsG-B 
40 Frequencies o£ sleep presentation... 4 1 -7 -l 
material to the selected criterion instead of on the number of trials nec-
essary to reach the selected or:lterion of sucoessful learning of material. 
Table 10 differs from Table 8 in the same _1' tl'a t Table 9 differs from 
Table 7. 
In~tat10n. None of the critical ratios obtained tram statistical 
manipulation of the data appearing in Tables 2 to 10 were statistically' 
s1.gn1ticant at the five per oent level. The results were very slightly 
positive favoring the sleep learning hypothesiS on the basis of the number 
of trials needed to learn a list of material, but the differences were 80 
Table 8 
DU'terences Between Means I Standard Errors of Means, Standard. 
Deviations, and t soores for Experimental and Control 
Situations for All Subjeots for Number ot f1'1ala 
Necessary to Learn to Seleoted Or! ter10n 
statistic ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MD* So. SIU* ts* 
LUte A-B 
10 Frequencies of sleep presentation •• 4.2, 8.66 4.33 .<)8 
Lists E-F 
20 Frequencies of sleep presentation.. .'0 2.SS 1.44 .3' 
ListsC-D 
30 Frequencies of sleep presentation •• 2.00 2.SS 1.29 1." 
Lists a-u 
40 J'reql81oies of sleep p:resentatl.on •• -.7, 4.66 2.33 .32 
\IfMD - Mean Differenoe 
*SD - standard Deviation 
itSBM- Standard Error of t1ll Mean 
ifIts - t score 
al1ght that they can be attributed to chance factors, am therefore the 
oonolusion that sleep presentation of mater:1al results in a clecreaae of 
the number of tr1al.a neecled to learn the IIBterial cannot be drawn. 
The results were very al1ghtl1' negative favoring the non-sleep-
presented material on the basis of the average number of erral"e per trial 
!able 9 
DUferencea in Average Number of En"ors per Trial. While Learn1ng 
Ulter:tal to S$leoted Criterion Between Exper.l.mental and 
Control Lists of Material for Various Frequencies 
of Sleep Presentation for All SUbjeota 
Subject ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I II III IV 
Lists A-B 
10 Frequencies of sleep presentation •• .20 -1.06 .Z1 .22 
Lists E-F 
20 Frequencies of sleep p:resentation •• ....]..38 -.62 . .43 .25 
Lists c-D 
30 Frequencies of sleep presentation ..... 10 - .44 .86 -.53 
Lists G-H 
40 Frequencies of sleep presctation.. .49 - • .17 ,1.36 -.95 
.. hUe learning the material, but the results are so 1nsignU1cant that it 
cannot be concl1lded that sleep presentation of material h1nders learn1Zlg. 
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Therefore, the results of this experiment indicate that UDier 
the circumstances of this experiment, the sleep learning hn>Othesis cannot 
be d8llOD8trated. 
!he results of this study tend to oonf1rm the results of the 
study performed by Stampfl (67) and add exper1mental. evidence to stampfl's 
conolusion that the sleep leam1~ l:\fpothesis is a doubtful one (67, p. 31). 
The exper1maltal design of the present experiment was very simi.l.:r_ 'UP r'f~),~ 
e
'.I'J';'1 , ~. :-y!: I;J ~ ~. . t> \ 
". .' r- I .u, 
L , '.' c:; I , '( 
1able 10 
Ditterences Between Means, Standard Errors of Means, Standard De-
viations, and t soores for Experimental and Control Situa-
tiona tor All Subjeots for Average Errors per 1'r1al 
While Learning Material to Seleoted Criterion 
Statistio............................... MD* SD* BEM* ts* 
Lists A-B 
lO Frequenoies of sleep presentation.. .09 .63 .32 .28 
Lists E-F 
20 Frequenoies of sleep presentation,. -.33 .86 .43 .38 
Lists C-D 
30 Frequencies of sleep presentation ...... 06 .64 .32. .17 
Lists G-H 
40 Frequencies of sleep presentation.. .lJ .98 .49 .28 
iIIm - Mean Ditterence 
*SD - Standard Deviation 
*SIM - Standard Error or the 1fea.n 
*1;s - t soore 
of Stampfl exoept that Stampfl used nonsense syllables as sleep and test 
mater1.al. and in this experiment one syllable meaningfUl words were used 
as sleep and testing na ter1al. 
As it seems likely that meaningfUl materialwauld be more apt to 
elicit posit1ve results 1£ sleep learning were a taot, the similarity ot 
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these result. to Stampfl'. offers substantial evidence as to the aoouracy 
of Stampfl's results. However, in spite of tm olose agreement between 
this and Stampfl's results, the highly positive results of Charles Elliott 
(17) which favored the sleep learning twPothesis must be _plained in some 
-1'-
ODe difference between Elliott t s stlldy and. stampfl's study is 
the choice or material used. Elliott used three letter, _aning£ul. words, 
not mean1.ngf~ connected. stampfi used nonsense qllables. However, 
the present expc'1mental design utilised meaningful. words of one qllable, 
not mean1ngf'~ oonneoted, and, therefore, the material used in this 
pzoesent experimalt 18 more s1m:llar 'to Elliott's ater1al than it is to 
Stampfi's uaterial, and, subaequentq, one would expect on this basis 
that the results would be closer to those obtained b,y Elliott than to 
the results obtained l:u Stampfl. This _s not the o&se, and, therefore, 
it 18 concluded that the ditterence in material used during the experi-
ment does not account for the d1tference in results among the studies. 
Another difference between Elliott' s study and the present one 
is the conditioning period to which the subjects were required to submit 
before the experiment proper. Elliott used two groups of twenty subjects 
per group. There are twenty experimental subjects and twenty subjects 
served as oontrols. Thus, the subjeots did not aot as their own controls, 
and this factor may be responsible for the difference in the results be-
tween the two studies. 
Elliott used an Em machine to determine the depth of sleep c4 
his subjects. !he present 8t~ did not oontrol the depth or sleep. It 
may be that subjects in the present study were in a deeper state or sleep 
than Elliott's subjects, and, thererore, it .1' be that subjects can 
learn while in a lighter state of sleep than subjeots of this present .... 
periment were experienc~ lihUe being presented sl.eep material. Elli-
ott's subjects may have aotually learned material wb1le asleep but they 
may have been in a light state or sleep. 
Although Elliott used an EEG machine to determine the depth of 
sleep, he did not have the DBOhine turned on during the entire period of 
p:Nsentation or sleep material to his subjects. In view at the fact that 
the subjeots received only one night of conditioning to sleeping in strange 
surroundings with electrical apparatus attached to their heads, it does 
seem possible that some of the subjects Bay have been awake during part ot 
the presentation or sleep material. If this was true, some of the experi. 
I18ntal subjects received a premature presentation or the materlal1lh1le 
awake. Thi. fact alone could account for the differenc .. in result. be-
twen Elliott's .t~ and the present study, and between 1ll10tt's stuiy 
and Stampfl f s study. 
There seems to be some question of the val1d1t7 of Elliott·s 
results based on the quest.iona or procedure and axper1mental design, and 
the present writer agrees with stampt'l who says, It ••• there appears to 
be raticmal. grounds for quest1.on1ng ElJJ.ott's results· (67, p. 34), and 
the results of the present study otfer further evidence that the sleep 
learning hypothesis is a doubtful one, at least under oonditions such 
as were posited for this experimant. 
Chapter' 
S'llDJlll&1'7 and Conolusiona 
Sleep bas been discussed and written about as long as man has re-
ported on paper the results of his thinldng and obee.rvation. Nevertheless, 
at this t1me relativeq little is known about the nature of sleep and about 
the e1'feot of the biological and p87Qb1cal processes present during sleep 
on conscious and unoonsoious behavior. Hawever, wi thin recent years it has 
bean determ1ned that there is cortical aotiviv going on during the ent:l.re 
life processes or DBn. It is asslBlled by En7, held as a fact by' some, and. 
questioned by fn, that this i8 the same type of oortical aot1vitq dUl"1Da 
sleep as i8 present dur1ng wak~ aotivities. It is a taot ~t MDT bio-
logical processe8 continue during sleep but at a lower rate than dur1ng 
the waking hours and that they produce their effeots, however. slightq, 
at all times. 
Leaming theorists agree tlat SOIll8 neural aotivit,' i8 neoessa17 
tor leaming to occur. There is a dispute as to whether this neural aoti-
vity must be oort1cal and. 1£ it is a cause of, a result ot, or merel7 oon-
comitant with learn1ng. However, it is reasonable to assllll8 tl'at if elec-
trochemical neural aotin t7 wi thin the brain oells is present during sleep, 
that the concomitant prooesses should be present in so_ degree. There-
fore, it is a possib1l1ty that som learning dOS8 talceplace during 8leep. 
Introspection would lead. us to oonsider the poss1b1l1ty of sleep 
leaming. The experienoes. of people indicate that there i8 sleep learning. 
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It must, of course, be realized that these people are attributing to sleep 
learning someth1ng that ma:y be explainable by other causes. 
However, in spite of the vagueness and the difficulty of stud7-
1ng this problem, reputable scientists have accla1med. sleep leaming as 
fact. Meoban1cal devices are be1ng marketed as aids to sleep learning. 
It 18. therefore. of serious importance to deteftd.ne if sleep learning is 
a fact. It this fact can be detcmn1nad, we can then attempt to devise 
some uses for this phenomEma and explore it for the benefit of society. 
The 1mplicat1ons for academ1c learning are obvious. lIore subtle, perhaps, 
18 the possible us. of sleep lsarn1ng in a therapeutic situation. It_y 
be possible to gain access to unconscious material by world.Dg directq 
with a subject in a non-consc1.ous state. Therapeutic results might be 
startling aDd revolutionary if sc1.ent1sts could devise some way of gain-
ing access, or at ga1n1ng contact with a subject who is not ut1liziDg con-
scious defenses of the -.Jd.ng state. But before these things can be stud-
ied, it must first bedeterm1ned 1£ sleep learn1ng can take place. Be-
Gause of the dlftiau1ty of st11<i11ng such a phenomena, it 18 neoeSA17 to 
isolate a small segment of the p~bl_ and determiDa 1£ under given ciJ:'-
CtIIII&Itances sleep leam1ng can be demonstra tec:l. 
The literature on sleep leam1ng offers no conolusiveev1dence 
either for or against the sleep learning hypothesis. Of tour studies per-
formsd on sleep learning, the results of two are potd.t1ve and the results 
of two are alightq negative. In onlT one of the studies were the results 
b1ghl;y positive (17). In the ot18r stuq, that was positive, the results 
were only sllghtq thus (21). '!'he purpose of this studY' was to test the 
hypothesis that sleep learning is possible and that it can be dElllonstrated 
by testing subjects using the anticipation method of serial reproduction of 
lists of meaningful material. It was a further purpose of this studT to de-
te.rm1118 it the frequency of repet! tion of presentatLon of sleep mater:1al 
affected l"8tention. It sleep leaming cannot be daonstrated, discussion 
of frequency ot repetition becomes meaningl •• s becaue of its depenclence 
on sleep learniDg. FoUl' subjects were used in this experiment. Thes. 
subjects _re presented lists of ten one s7lJabla words whUe they were 
sleeping. The lists were presented to them in a var,ing number ot repeti-
tions and in a varying order. Bach subject received tour d1t:f'erent tre-
quencies of repetition of sleep material and each subject participated. in 
the experiment on four control nights during which he was presented no ma-
terial during sleep. em a.rq given night halt of the subjects were preaen-
ted sleep JIlL terial and halt nre not. The morning following each _peri ... 
I8lltal evening, all subjects were required to lsam a 11st of msrdngful 
one syllable WONS 'Which halt of t1'8 subjects had been presented the pre-
vious evening. No s1gniticant results were obtained from statistical man-
ipulation of the data of this experiment. The results computed on the ba-
sis of a (X)mparison of number of trials to 18am the material, slightly 
favored the sleep learn:1ng hypothesis. Halrrever, the differences were so 
slight that chance alone could account tor them. On the basis of average 
number of errors per trial while leaming the material, slight~ negative 
results in favor of the ~thes1s tlBt presentation of sleep material 
interferes with lsaming were obtained, but, again the results could. have 
been to olBnoe factors. 
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As a result of this study, the hypothesis that under a given set 
of oiroumatancea retention oan be fao:Uitated by presentation of material 
to be learned during sleep, has not been demonstrated by' the anticipation 
method of seriall"8prOO.uction. Therefore .. discussion of the effect of fre-
quen"T of repetition on the retention of auditory material presented during 
sleep becomes meaningless in terms of the results of this study. 
It our method of test~ failed to indicate sleep learning, it 
cannot be ooncluded that sleep learning is not possible. It ma:y be that 
other _thods of presenting sleep material, or other methods of testing for 
retention, or the utilization of other types of material during the experi-
ment may indicate sleep learning to the degree that stati8tical.l1' sign1f'1-
cant positive results oan be obtained. It is, therefore, important that 
this problem be studied further by different methods anci with different 
_ter1al. Because of the implications of the sleep learn:1ng question, it 
18 important to study the problem under as ~ different aspects and con-
ditions and by' as JDI1lV'methods 8.8 possible, before it is concluied that 
sleep learn:1ng is not a fact. 
Appendix 
A 
1J.sts of !eallil!§.t'ul Words Used Dutl5 !xperiDalt 
List A List B List 0 List D 
food cat toa dog 
ball sound ohalk olasa 
dish park boat home 
tooth moon fan .,.. 
friend bird stom plane 
light grass rat danae 
man bed pen noun 
belt toot girl r1Dg 
sum sq ask cake 
drink face job barn 
List I L1atF List G L1atH 
floor cup crank nose 
ooat heacl stove cab 
what pal gull boy 
cap flea _t .tit 
no1a. abo. peEl path 
pot queen love trunk 
00W' beard goal. -.u 
desk rag horse cram 
to)" t1.. plan hat 
race oar door cause 
B 
Pilot Studies to Determine the Advisability of a Method to be 
Used in Further Study of the Sleep Laarn1ng Problem 
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Because ot the possible effect of the 118 thad ot laarn1ng and of 
the type of material used tor experimentation on the results obtained from 
aperimantation, it was decided to run pilot studies utilizing difterent 
types ot material and different methods of moming testing than used in the 
82Cp8r1ment proper in order to indicate the advisability of an ex:per1mental 
design to be used in further research on the sleep ~ problem. 
Wot Study On,e.. Four subjects were used tor this pilot study. 'J.'hcq we1'8 
tb8 same subjects who bad been presented the axper1m.ctal procedure d .... 
scribed in the previous pages of this paper and therefore they were. at 
this time, aware ot the nature ot the exper1ant. Tbet subjects nre given 
a list of ten words in sleep to a frequency ot thirty repeti tiona. The 
net morning the list ot sleep wards us presented to the subjects after a 
d1fterent list of words and before another dit:f'erent list by means at the 
headphones to which the;r had become aocustomed. That is, there were ten 
words which had not been sleep presented tol.l.ond. by the ten sleep presen-
ted words J and these sleep presented words were tollowed by ten more non-
sleep presented "IlOrds. '!'he subject was unaware that all ten sleep presen-
ted words appeared in order. The task ot the subjects was to identity the 
sleep presented words by guessing "yesn or ano- atter they beard each word 
presented by means of the headphones. Three subjeots guessed no sleep 
words correctly, one subject guessed 0,. sleep _rd correct4r .. and one sub-
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ject guessed two sleep presented words correctq. The.e results were not 
statisticaJ.q significant and it is concluded that this type ot experiment-
al design would proba~ not tacilitate the demonstration or sleep lea.m-
lng, even it sleep learning were a tact. 
Pilot Stl!\y Two. Eight subjects were used tor this pUot study. Each of 
the eight subjects was presented a list ot eight nonsense syllables togeth-
er with a meaningful word. The order ot sleep presentation _s varied ten 
dUterent _ye. Each set ot ten variations of the list was presented three 
t1mea, so the subjects received a total sleep preseDtiaUon of the list of 
nonsense syllables together with the associative words thirty times. Each 
time the same 1IOrd appeared with the same nonsense S711able, but in a d1.t-
terent list placement trom the previous placemslt. The 8llbjects were re-
quired in the moming to learn by'the anticipation method which meaningful 
word went with wh1.ch nonaense syllable. Subjects were not required to 
leam the lista. Success _s measured by the correct association ot the 
meaning.ful word atter the nonsense syllable had been presented. The head-
phones D8thod ot presentaUon used in the axpeJiment desor1bed in the pre-
vious pages of this paper _s used tor the morn1ng testing situation. In 
the mom1ng the nonsense I17llable was pronounced through t he headphones, 
trom the wire reoorder. The subject _s allowed six S8COndS to correctl1' 
antioipate the mean1ngf'ul1lWd. It he did not correctly anticipate the 
meaniDgtulllOrd that went nth the nonsense syllable, the recorder pr0-
vided. the answer aDd the subject _s scored an error. 
The eight subjects used tor this pUot study had not been con-
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ditioned for the exper1mant am had never taken part in a learning experi-
ment of this t7P8. This faot alone makes the acour'ac;y of the results ques-
tionable and the results must be interpreted only speculatively. 
The oritical ratio was obtained from a oomparison of the number 
of trials needed to oorrectly learn the list of material that had been sleep 
presented nth the number of trials necessary to oorrectlT learn the list of 
material. that bad not 'been sleep presented. !he lists on pages 46 and 47 
show the sleep list and the non-sleep llat and the order of reoording and. 
presentation to the subject. List 1 was sleep presented to four subjects 
and not sleep presented to four subjects. List 2 was sleep presented to 
the four subjeots to whom List 1 had 'been sleep presented, ani for these 
subjects, List 1 acted as the control, or, non-sleep presented llat. For 
the first four subjects, List 2 served as the control list. Both lists 
contained nonsense syllables tba t were equal in association 't'8lus accord-
ing to Glaze's lilt from whioh they were obtained (27). 
Thus, four subjects reoeived thirty sleep presentations of List 1 
during sleep and four subjects reoeived thirt:r sleep presentations of List 2 
during sleep. All subjeots were tested on both lists the following morning. 
One hall' of the subjeots were tested on the sleep presented list first and 
one half of the subjects were tested on the non-sleep presented list first. 
The t scores were obtained for a comparison of the number of trials req'\Jir-
ed to learn the lists. The t soore was 1.48 and was statistically non sig-
nificant at five degrees of freedom aooording to Fisher's table of t scores 
(66, p. 69). 
Nonsenae Syllables and Asaociated Words in Ordaz: 
f'!. Sl!!R and JIo~ 1'estinS Presentat:S.on 
List 1 
nrn Seoond !hird Fourth rifth 
Preaentat:S.on Presentation Presentation Presentat10n Presentation 
ga: - dog bTj-1lO8ft ;yuz - !sad 1NI - cake meo - bam. 
SOJ' - wall saj - ring heg - queen heg - queen saj - ring 
'b13 - no .. meo - tam wug - cake 7US - head )'US - lBad 
bel - queen 1N& - cake gax - dog by'j - noee sol" - wall 
-j - ring gex - dog brj - no.e mao - bam gax. - dog 
wug - oake )'US - head saj - r1ng g_ - dog by'j - nOH 
meo - bam sOl" - wall so1 - wall _j - ring wug - oak. 
)'US - head beg - queen mao - 'bam B07 - wall heg - queen 
Sixth Strrenth B1ghth N1nth Tenth 
Presentation Press tatiOll Pruentation Presentation Presentation 
YU8 - head aaj - ring heg - queen wug - cake 1UZ - head 
wug - cake b,yj - nose mec - bam JUS - head 807 - wall 
aaj - ring gex - dog so;y - wall beg - queen aaj - zing 
heg - queen heg - queen 7\1Z - mad B07 - wall beg - queen 
meo - bam SO'1- ..u wug - cake ac - barn DI8C - bam 
ga: - dog mao - barD brj - nose aaJ - ring wug - cake 
byj - nose wug - cake saj - r1ng ga: - dog byj - nose 
sOl" - wall ;yuz - head. ,ax - dog byj - noa. gax - dog 
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Honsenae SZllables and Associated Words in Ol'd.er 
ot Sleep and Morning Testing Presentation 
List 2 
• 
Firat Second Tb11'd Fourth Fitth 
Presentation Presentation PresentaUon Presentation Presentation 
;yab - tie jiv - dance syg - pla;y TOP - word yab - tie 
koj - hand yah - tie sur - wheat gad- q jiv - dance 
yop - word an - pla;y koj - band dax - school TOP-word 
en - pla;y sur - wheat yab - tie sn - pla;y syg - pla;y 
I1lr - wheat koj - band jiv - dance koj - hand sur - wheat 
j1v - dance YOP-lIOrd gad - bug sur - wheat dax - school 
ged - bug dax - school TOP - word j1v - dance ged - bug 
dax - school gad - bug dale - school yab - tie koj - hand 
Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth tenth 
Presentation Presentation Presentation Presentation Presmtation 
sur - wheat yab - tie ged - bug jiv - danee dax - school 
TOP - word sn - pla;y TOP - word an - pl.a;y koj - band 
yab - tie j1v - dance sur - wheat yah - tie gad - bug 
koj - band dax - school jiv - dance gad - bug sn - pla;y 
dax - school ged - bug dax - school sur - wheat yop-word 
ged - bug TOP - word yab - tie .<Wc - school jiv - dance j1v - dance koj - hand koj - band. 7Op-word sur - wheat 
s;yg .. play sur - wheat syg - play koj - hand ;rab - tie 
'ftle results or this pilot study 1ndioate that sleep learning prob-
ably cannot be demonstrated utilizing this method or procedure and the re-
sults otter turther evidenoe that 1D sleep learD1ng h7P0tl:esi8 is a doubt-
tul one. Haw •• er, these results are not exper1ma1tal.l.1' aocurate because or 
the lack tI. conditioning, and can, tbaretore, be questioned regarding their 
rel:labl.l:1t7 and val1d1ty. 
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